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Summary 

Magnet coil insulation consists of inorganic 
ma+,erials slick: as glass fiber, CillPrs, and organic 
thermosetting resins. Most of the .l.sual insulation 
systems are dsrna$cd if' subjected tc hi& ra3iation 
levels silch as tliose anticipated at the Stanford 
Linear Acceleratsr, where the expected dose rate 
may be as hi& as 1011 rads per year. This paper 
describes i,ests carried out at SIX in which several 
commercially available insulations wcr*Li fcund to 
deteriorate severely at total abscrbed doses of as 
low as 13i'o rads. Changes in molecular structL:re 
induced by radiation. effects and degrajation of 
electrical and ncchsr~ical propertiPs are discussed. 
The drvc~lopment and testing of an or&an.ic insula- 
tinr: us5ng ~l,~rt~ A1,3, filler which retained atout 
25s of its urjginal strength as an a5sorbed radia- 
tion level of‘ ?,.25,:1014 ergseer-l will be described 
This insulazic:l rrquired minor changes in the usual 
winding and potting techrique prevalent ic the in- 
dustry. 

insulation cc~rlsicX;s of a supporting str-Jcturc, i.e., 

I. Irltroducticn 

Radlar,ion damage tc organic materials, cables, 
and coil irlsJl;tions is well kncswri in hi&l energy 
accelerators with high intensity beams. The sen- 
sl:lve par:s in accelerator magnets are the coils, 
electric leazls, and water connections. Magnet coil 

glass fiber clol.h, ar oruanic binder D , ar.d fluently 
in addition to tile glass and binder, additional 
electric inzulatiori such as mica fleece. 

The g-lass nli.ca stract-Ire is irKpregnated with 
sukitable thennoeets such as epoxies, silicones, or 
unsaturated pclyesters; <his imprezriation can be 
accomplished under vacuum and pressure, or the bin- 
der can be contained in a pre-impregnated tape (B- 
stage thermosetting). Application of heat and pres- 
sure leads to a hard and compact structure which 
withstands mechanical and magnetic forces: thermal 
an& electrical stresses, ar.d the inflz~nce of mois- 
ture, cher;ica: vapors, and dust. The insulations 
of high current. magnet ceils are stressed close to 
their ru@ure limit and fatigue ever the magnet 
lifetime. 

In add.ition to these stresses, the n?a&ncts are 
Flaced i? a radiaLion en-Jircsqent which influences 
the mechanical, thermal, and electrical characteris- 
tics of the ir.sulation. Conventiona:. water connec- 
tions from the manjif'olds to the individual cooling 
Fassajies ;hrough :he mai;net must be flexible and 
Fro;riric the I:CCC,~ a-c'ary insulation for the magnet. 
These cor:nec?.j ens consist of mlbb?r hoses or other 
thermop:zstic -tubes which, .jr.dor the influence of 
radiati 311, change their elas+ic'.i,y acd bec0n.e Sri%- 
tie so t1lat ::hey have to be replaced by ceramic 
tub6s and stainless ssecl bcllcwz (see Fig. 1) since 
radiai,lon effects +n polymers are irreversible. 
* 

Work sllppor;ed by 1I.S. P.zcJIic Energy C:rrnuni ssicn 

Changes in orgar.ic thermosets may by classified 
under : 

a. Permanent chariccs in appearnnc; ,, cr~l,~>r 
effects. 

b. Chemical changes, such as double bond for- 
mai ion cross lirki~ng, oxidative degradation, p"ly- 
mcrizaticn, depolprerization, and gas evolution. 

C. Physical changes, such as electrical alli1 
thermal corductivity, heat distribution. 

d. Mechanical changes, such as changes in 
tens?le and flexural strength, Ycur:&;'s modules,. 
hardn: ss , elolc:a Lion, and flexibility. 

Several reactions may occur sirn~lli~anr'cillsl!! un- 
rlcr irradiation, TV: the iri t,.iaL e:l‘e,21 is a "cur- 
ing" pri,cess wtiich improves tensile strength and 
hardness by increasing cross l.:i.nris. Radiaticn and 
local heal. ‘nJild-ul> are so efficier,t that the end 
result zc always a binder SC! highly cross linked ar 
to be fragile and crash sensitive. At ttiis point 
hardness and Yo1mg's modulus may be great, but tile 
binder cannot withstar-.d aey mechanical stresses. 
The binder fjnally becomes brittle and disintegrates 
into a black powdery substance. Irradiation makes 
thp binder aore susceptI.ble to oxidation and mois- 
turc absorption. 

Irradla',ed glass rciiif‘orcctl in:;ulat;.on showa 
the following ct3-racterleticc: 

Stage I. Dj.scolorasion of th<a organic bind-z,. 
Stage II. Degradation and deteriora-;.icn of thr 

organic binder. 
Stai;e III. Cisir&egration of mica. 
Stage IV. Cisinteeration 3f any inorganic fillers. 
Stage V. &gradation of thcb glass cl~~tll. 

The differcant stages occur at different ajsorbed ir- 
rad;a;icn doses and ‘nave to be ;rrated separately. 

Thr organic binder cr,nsists primarily of car- 
bon, hydrogen, oxygen, and perhaps nitrogen an3 halo- 
gen atoms linked together in various ways by covalent 
-forces. Ccvalent forces can be ruptured by addition 
of radiaticn encrgJ to the structure. Where coval- 
ent forces are broken, new bonds are formed ani tke 
structllre is changed. Weaker bonds are r.@urcd 
first, such as b'onds between C-H and 0 atoms. Res- 
onant bonds are the East stable. With increas? in 
irradiation case, bonds of eql;al sr,rcngth remain in 
rhe struct:lre . The contribution to insulatic~ 
strength frzn the resin is apparerltly small after 
decarborization. It seems that there is some con- 
tribution from the ir.trinsic strergth of' the rt:sin 
at intermediate states, which is obvious from rc- 
tardation effects &servec in experirrcnts. 

Glass fiber relcforcement and filling of thr 
resin wi;h a mlneml f-iI.l.er improve radiaticn re- 
sls;a:lcc c2r!sid~era?jly. This effect is not clearly 
understood, but an explanat?on -cased on fact and 
speculation is tn;iver! in the folltwing s(,ctions. 
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A variety of thermosets were tested under ra- 
dlation at Stanford's Mark IV linear accelerator 
and. in a pool type reactor at the Lawrence Radia- 
tion Laboratory in Livermore. Epoxies, polyesters, 
and silicons were prime candidates. Detailed test 
results have been published.' A thorough investi- 
gation of irradiation effects on elastomers and or- 
ganic compounds has been done by J.R. Kircher and 
R.E. Bowman.2 Detailed results on properties of 
glass fibers and fillers may be obtained from S. 
O'Leesky and G. Mohr.3 

This report is concerned primarily with epox- 
ies, and only test results of some other thermosets 
are given. 

Table I gives the relative radiation resis- 
tance of thermcsets at room temperature without and 
with glass fiber cloth reinforcement, unfilled and 
mineral filled. 

composition with 2-3 times strength of one epoxy 
blended with arcmatic curing agent above. These 
mixtures have also high radiaticn resistance, i.e., 
Epon 828 and 1031 (1:l ratio) and curing agent Z 
(Shell Chemical Corporation) or DEN 436 and DER 
332 LC (1:3 ratio) and curing agent MPDA and MDA 
(2:3 ratio) has a radiation resistance of 2 times 
higher than Epon 828 or DER332LC. The blend of epox- 
ies result in a higher viscosity of the mixture and 
for many applications this increase leads to dif- 
ficulties in a void free impregnation. The addi- 
tion of mineral fillers such as granulous pure 
Alumina (lo-20 microns grain size) improves the 
radiation resistance, but reduces the initial 
strength of the mix. 

Adding Dow Cornings ~604~ (1 part per weight of 
the epoxy) restores the mechanical strength. In 
order to keep the filler in suspension It seems 

TABLE I 

RELATIVE RADIATION RESISTANCE OF TKERMOSETTWG RESIES AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 

Radiation dosage (ergs .gr-') required for: 

Resin threshold damage 25s damage 50s damage 9@ damage - 

Epoxy 

Unfilleda) 2 x 1ol0 3.2 x loI1 101" 7 x lo= 

Laminated, glass fiber b) 2.5 x loI1 2.65 x loI2 7.4 x 1012 = 2 x 1313 

Mineral fllledc) 7 x lOi 5 x 1011 3 x lOi2 = 101' 

Mineral filled and laminated, glass fiber 8 x 10~~ 5 x 1012 1.25 x io13 3.5 x 1014 

Polyester 

Unfilleda) 5 x lo7 1.2 x lo8 5 x log 

Laminated, glass fiber b) 8 x 10~’ 5 x 1011 1Ol2 

Mineral filled 9 x log 1 x 101= 4 x loll 

Silicone 

Unfillede) 
b) Laminated, glass fiber 

Mineral filled 

1oro 4 x lOi 2 x loll - 

1 x lOI1 1012 6 x 10~’ 

1x lo= - 

a) Epoxy: DER 332 LC and curing agent MPDA and MDA. (Dow Chemical Corp., Freeport, Texas.) 
b) Medium weave, Volan A treated fiberglass. (Owens-Corning Corp.) 
c) Alumina 9OC mesh. (lo-20 microns grain size max.) 
d) Unsaturated, low pressure, low viscosity polyester resin. 
e) Silicone resin: R-7521, curing agent dicumly peroxide and zircon filler. (Dow Corning Corp., Midland 

Michigan.) 
- -__- - 

A classification of polymers with respect to necessary to add a colloidal silica, such as Cab- 
their stability against radiation is given in Table c-sil (Godfrey L. Cabot, Inc.) to the mix, (1 part 
II. per weight of the epoxy). 

We conclude that polymers containing benzene 
ring formation in side groups are the most stable 
ones. "Aromatic Compound" lend stability to poly- 
mers and "Aliphatic Structures" shows poor radia- 
tion resistance. Aromatic hardners is therefore 
preferred in combination with epoxies. 

In some cases , particularly when long pot life 
is required the above mentioned hardeners are not 
suitable. A substitution is tc use Lewis acid BF, 
MEA (Shell Chemical Corpcration) which results in a 
pot life of several days but reduces the radiation 
resistance of the epoxy mix. (Figure 2.) 

7 

-.I 

A distinct ccnnection between radiation resis- 
tance and the "strength of char" of different epox- 
ies blended with aromatic amines result in charred 
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TABLE II 
POLYMER UNITS AND THEIR RESISTANCE TO RADIATION 

Threshold Radiation Value 
Simplified Unfilled (-w/e-) filled Characteristics 

Polymer Unit resin 

I;' T 
-c-y- 1010 - 1011 Stable polystyrene with benzene 

ring in side chain (thermoplast) 
H 

c 
G-CHZ-CH/-;H2 (4.0-8.8) x lolo 2 x 1012 Epoxy chain with aromatic type 

I curing agent 

O-CH,- 

H 0 
I I 

c-c-c- 107 - 108 1011 Polyester chain 

I: 
CH 

I ' 

sli - O - 
lOi 2 x 1011 Basic silicone chain (dimethyl- 

CH, 
silane) 

OH H 

d-d- 108 - lop 4 x 1ol0 Phenol formaldehyde polymer (in- 

Ii 
creased cleavage due to radiation) 

F F(Cl) 
- ,: - c - 2 x 16 Teflon (poor radiation resistance) 

I I 
F F 

TT 
AL. Expected Irradiation Dose in a High 

Energy Accelerator 

This problem has to be solved for particular b. Compression and Impact Strength. 
. ^ , 

The com- 
applications and particular types of particles 
separately. For the SLK electron linear acceler- 
ator the expected radiation dose in magnet coils 
operating over a period of 10 years is calculated 
by Erscha .' The calculation under simplified as- 
sumptions shcwed that radiation dose up to 2 X lOi 
ergs*gr-l can be expected in some areas where the 
magnet is located near collimators. 

III. Radiation Effects on Coil Insulations 

pression strengtn cnanges as a f'mct:on of irradi- 
ation dose in the same rate as the bond strength. 
Unfilled, mineral filled, and glass fiber rein- 
forced epoxies were tested and their compression 
strength as a function of radiation dose is shown 
in Fig. 3. Laminated, mineral filled DER 332Lc 
and MPDA + MDA hardener retained their compressicn 
strength up to 3.6 x 1011 ergsagr-'. The initial 
compression strength valae of unradiated samples 
was 3250 kg*cm-'. 

685 

1. Mechanical Properties 

a. Bond Strength. The bond strengths of the 
insulation to the conductor did not change appre- 
ciably up to an absorbed radiation dose of 7 X 1010 
ergs'gr-' (Fig. 2). 

The initial bonding strength to the conductor 
was measured for mineral filled Epoxies: abo = 62 
kg .cmw2; for glass fiber reinforced, mineral filled 
thermosets: gbo = 183 kg*cme2; glass fiber reinfor- 
ced ceramics: a0 = 22 kg-cm-2 and for laminated 
and filled silicon: cbo = - 70 kg*cm -2 . 

The best results achieved were with medium 
weave, glass fiber tape Volan A treated, impregna- 
ted under vacuum with epoxy DERZ'32LC (lo@ parts 
pier weight) and hardener IWM + MDA (18% parts per 
weight), 10-20 microns grain size pure alumina 
granulate (120$1 parts per weight), and a thixotropic 
material such as colloidal silica (cab-o-sil) (1 
part per weight). At an absorbed radiation dose of 
3.25 x 1014 ergs-gr-l, the insulation still had a 
bond strength of 20.3 kg.cmv2. 

Measurements of the impact strength, perfor-m- 
ed with the Baldwin pendulum cantilever beam im- 
pact testing machine of the Izod type shcw that 
glass fiber reinforced and mineral filled epoxies 
lose 24s of their initial value at 4.9 x 1312 
ergsmgr-i. The impact strength is practically zero 
at irradiation doses of > 1014 ergsmgr-'. 

n d. Electrical Properties 

a. Volume Resistivity. The volume resistiv- 
ity of alumina filled glass fiber reinforced DER 
332LC and hardener MPW and MDA changed from 5.86 
x 1014 ohms*cm tc 1.755 X 1011 ohms*cm when ex- 
posed to 1.1~ lo14 ergs*gr-l, and to 7.8 x 101" 
ohms-cm when expcsed to the absorbed radiation 
dose of 3.25 x 1014 ergs-@--l. (Figure 4.) 
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b. Dielectric Strength. Samples tested were 
exposed to 500 volts de continuously during iri-ad- 
iation. The leakage current was measured and re- 
ccrded as a function of irradiation dose. The 
speculation that insulation materials become semi- 
conductors when exposed to high radiation doses 
could not be verified. However, it is interesting 
to note that even after complete breakdown of mech- 
anical properties, the insulation resistance of 
dry irradiated samples is still more than 50$ cf 
the original value prior to radiation. Upon ex- 
posure to moisture, a rapid degradation of the 
insulation resistance occurs. 

c. Moisture Absorption. Moisture absorption 
is accelerated by irradiation. The greater affin- 
ity of the glass fiber reinforced epoxy system 
toward moisture absorption is probably due to 
breakin 

f 
of the binder around and along the glass 

fibers. 

Iv. Dosimetry 

The test setup was chosen such as to simulate 
the actual coil design. Hollow copper conductors 
were insulated with glass fibers and impregnated 
under vacuum with suitable thermosettings. The 
water was passed through the hollow conductor; the 
water temperazure rise due to absorbed irradiation 
energy and was measured and recorded (Fig. 5). 
Measllring the amount of water per unit time cooling 
the samples and the water temperature rise provides 
a fairly accurate way of determining the absorbed 
radiation dose. Most tests were performed at the 
Mark IV accelerator with an electron beam energy 
of 60-70 MeV and an average beam current of 16-30 
p.a at 360 pulses per second, corresponding to an 
average beam power of 960-2100 watts. The measured 
weight of the irradiated part of the sample was 
approximately 12 grams. The irradiation flux cor- 
responds to a maximm of 4.66 X 108 ergs/gr/sed. 

v. Metallographic Techniques 

It may be seen frcm Table I and Fig.2, that 
glass fiber reinforced and mineral filled themo- 
sets are more radiation resistant than unfilled 
thermcsets. An explanation for this phenomena can 
not be given with certainty, but the following 
reasons are possible: 

a. Formation of a more rigid structure. 
b . Better distribution of the beam flux. 
c. Devitrification of the glass fiber. 
a. In;rinsic strength of the resin. 
e. Sintering of the filler. 

The effect of electron beam irradiation on the 
insulation was investigated by netallographic tech- 
niques and a-ray diffraction methods. Microscopic 
obserdatioc showed a bright fringe around the glass 
fiber in irradiation composites (Fig. 6), which may 
be related to de-vitrification of the glass fiber. 
The epoxy had changed intc a black powder, but no 
change in the 1at;ice and crystal structure of the 
alu?nina filler was evident. A sintering effect 
due radiation energy on the filler and glass fiber 
could not be seen at this stage. We may conclude1 
from the test that the present reinforcement effect 
of glass fibers as insulation in radiation environ- 

ments is to a certain degree correlated to a heal- 
ing of the ?laws" and "cracks" on the glass sur- 
face, devitrification, and the intrinsic strength 
of the epoxy used. 

VI. Manufackring Problems 

The necessity of using highly filled thermo- 
sets which have an initial viscosity of lOOO-3003 
CP at impregnation temperature initiates difficult 
manufacturing problems. In medium and tight weave 
glass fiber cloths, the filler may filter and block 
the paths of :he resin through the fiber. 

Three nethods have been investigated and prove 
to be adequate impregnation techniques: wet wind- 
ing, vacuum impregnation, and B-staged tapes. 

a. Wet-Winding. The filled thermos-t is ap- 
plied to the insulation by means of brushing and 
spraying at room temperature. The excess of mater- 
ial is pressed out during the uniform all-side corn-- 
pression of the coils. The coils are heated, im- 
pregnated under vacuum with the same filled resin 
used for wet winding, pressed to final specified 
dimensions, and cured. This technique required a 
long pot life of the resin system, which can be 
obtained by using BF$EA hardener. 

b. Vacuum Impregnation. Conductors are wound 
with dry, medium or tight weave fiber glass and im- 
pregnated with a suitable thermoset under vacuum. 
This technique requires less binder viscosity (less 
than 1000 cP) and delicate maneuvering of the vac- 
uum and heat during impregnation and curing. A 
post application of pressure prior to curing im- 
proves the quality of the impregnant. The best re- 
sult was achieved by using DER 332lX epoxy, MPDA 
and MDA hardener, and lo-micron alumina granulates. 

c. E-Staged Tapes. B-staged tapes make use 
of nartiallv cured eooxies contained in the glass 
fiber tape." This so-called binder has a pot-life 
of several months at 10°C or less. The binder can 
be filled with a mineral filler and brought into a 
B-stage phase tc the tape. After wrapping, the coil 
insulation is pressed to final dimension and cured. 

VII. Conclusions 

From a number of different thermosets, epoxies 
have been found to be adequate impregnants for mag- 
net insulation. From various epoxy systems tested 
we may conclude the fcllowing: 

(a) Glass fiber reinforced and mineral filled 
pure epoxy and aromatic amines show the highest rad- 
iation resistance. 

(b) Systems with the highest equivalent of 
epcxy per hardener and aromatic hardener give best 
results. Excess of epoxy stabilizes the system to 
radiation. 

CC) Epoxies with a high heat distortion tem- 
perature are more stable. 

(d) In order to achieve optimum results, 25- 
30% of the insulation volume should be occupied by 
glass fiber. Up to 53-7C$ of the volume is filled 
by the filler, mica fleece, and the rest of the 
volume (20-30s) by the epoxy system. 

(e) Specific epoxy systems such as DER332IC 
and hardener MPDA and MDA, 18 parts per weight of 
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i,ke ep3xy, and Co-d Cz~rni.ng Z604C (1 parL per weigh?) in high eneryy accelerators," SLAC Repcrt JJo. !13, 
f!I.led wjth granular allmina, 121~~ par:s per weight Stanfcr3 Lirlear Accel~ra-or Center, Stanfcrd i;ni- 
cf the epsxy, retained 25-?O$ of their criginal. Tiers it-y, Stanfcrd, Cal.ifornit (Febmary l?i>). 
mechanical properties at the absorbed radiation 
dose of 2 x 101" erg;.@--1. 

2. J. F. Krchcr a?d R. E. Hown:an, Effec:,s of 
Radiation C!T Material& and Communds (~Reinh)ld AAl,- 
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Fig. 2. Bond strength of glass fiber reinforced 
and mineral-filled thermosettings and ceramica. 

1. DER 332 LC and curing agent MF'DA and MDA 
wetting agent Z&&O (dbi = 183 kg cm-2). 

2. Epon 828/1031 curing agent NMA and BDMA 
(dbi - 189 kg/cm2). 

3. Emerson and Cuming 2850 FT no glass fiber 
reinforcement (dbi = 62 kg cm-5 

';: DER 332 IC a? curing agent BF3MFS 
bi - 175 kg Cm ). 

5. Dow Corning R-7521 silicone and curing 
* zircon filler ;zsnt dicumyl p';c;lide, 

bi = 70 kg cm 

6. Eccoceran part A and B (db i = 22 kg cm"). 
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Fig. 3. Relative compression strength of glass 
fiber reinforced, mineral-filled thermosettings 
as a function of absorbed radiation dose. 

1. DER 332 I.& and hardener MPDA and MDA 
(A1203filler). 

2. R-7521 silicone resin hardener dicumyl 
peroxide (zircon filler). Relative inpact 
strength of glass fiber reinforced, mineral- 
filled thermosettings as a function of absorbed 
radiation dose. 

3. DER 332 U and HPDA and HDA (A1203filler). 

&. R-7521 silicone resin (zircon filler). 
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Fig. 4. Volume resistivity of glass fiber 
reinforced, mineral filled thermosettings as a 
function of absorbed radiation dose. 

1. DER 332 Lc hardener MPDA and MDA (Al2O3) 
filler. 

2. R-7521 silicone resin hardener dicumyl 
peroxide (zircon filler). 

Fig. 5. Sample holders 
and sample for radiation 
tests. 

Fig. 6. Irradiated sample 
(magnification 300). 
Absorbed radiation dose 
2 X 1013 ergs - gr-1 
(Fringe in glass surface 
top). 


